Relationship between injection duration, transporter occupancy and reinforcing strength of cocaine.
Among drugs that can function as positive reinforcers, slower occupancy of central nervous system sites of action has been associated with diminished reinforcing strength. The present study examined the relative reinforcing strength of cocaine, and the rate of in vivo dopamine transporter binding, as a function of injection duration. Rhesus monkeys (N=5) were allowed to self-administer cocaine under a progressive-ratio schedule with doses injected over different times (10-600 s). An ex vivo dopamine transporter binding assay was used to examine kinetics of in vivo transporter occupancy by cocaine injected over the same times in rats. Cocaine was a weaker reinforcer, and dopamine transporter binding rate decreased, with slower injections. Maximum transporter binding was the same across injection durations. These results support the hypothesis that slower onset of action is associated with a slower transporter occupancy and diminished reinforcing strength. Relative strength as a reinforcer may not be determined by maximum occupancy, at least not exclusively.